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The author defines canonical bases for ideals in polynomial rings over Z and 
develops an algorithm for constructing such a basis for a given ideal. Results of 
previous authors are discussed and a comparison between those and the results 
obtained here is included. 
1. INTR~OLJCTI~N 
The ideals of Z[x] have been studied by a number of authors. Knonecker 
and Hensel enumerated them in [9], and some fifty years later Szekeres 
defined a canonical basis which enabled him to give invariants for an ideal 
and so enumerate them easily (cf. [ 171 and also [ lo]). Szekeres himself [ 181 
and quite recently Trotter in [ 2 1 ] have worked on the problem of 
enumerating ideals in Z(x, y]. Trotter generalizes the method of Szekeres in 
[ 171; i.e., he defines a canonical basis for an ideal and characterizes the ideal 
with a set of degrees and integer invariants. Unfortunately, although 
Szekeres’ invariants are very simple, the ones for an ideal in Z Ix, .r] are 
complicated. Trotter states that his “methods may be extended for ideals of 
z [x, ,.-., x,]” but “because of the additional complications in these cases we 
consider only ideals in Z[x, JJ].” In Section 7 we compare our basis and the 
Trotter basis. 
We will define canonical bases for ideals in polynomial rings over Z. 
Although we take Z as the base ring we could have used any Euclidean 
domain. The properties we require for such bases are: (1) each ideal J has a 
unique basis r(J) so that the ideals J, and J, are equal if, and only if. 
7’(J,) = T(J*), and (2) given any finite basis B for the ideal J one can effec- 
tively calculate the basis 7(J). 
The canonical basis defined by Szekeres (for ideals in Z Ix]) and that 
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defined by Trotter for ideals in Z[x, y]) certainly satisfy (1) but neither 
author discusses (2). In his (1970) Ph.D. dissertation Hurd developed an 
algorithm for determining the Szekeres basis for an ideal in Z[x] with a 
given set of generators (cf. [7]). In the process he obtained some interesting 
results for ideals in Z,,[x] but his method is complicated. In 1978, a much 
simpler algorithm was introduced by Sims (cf. Appendix of Sims’ article 
[ 161). Sims does not actually obtain the Szekeres basis but gets what we will 
call a detaching basis (cf. Section 3 Definition 3) from which it is easy to 
obtain either “our” canonical basis or the Szekeres basis. 
Grobner, Buchberger and their pupils have worked on bases for ideals in 
K[x, ,..., x,], where K is a field (however, cf. (201); they have written a 
computer program for determining the “Grdbner-Buchberger” basis for such 
an ideal J. Their objective was to study the quotient ring A = K[x, ,..., x,1/J, 
and the basis allows them to get a set of power products which are represen- 
tatives of the elements of A and which, moreover, are independent over K. 
The connection between the Grobner-Buchberger basis for an ideal J in 
K[x , ,..., x,,] and the basis r(J) is discussed in Section 7. 
We note that the enumeration of ideals J by means of their bases Z(J) 
yields a decision procedure for the ideal membership which is uniform in 
finite bases: (D) There is an effective procedure which given a finite B c A = 
ZlX , 1..., x,] and FE A decides whether or not FE J, the ideal generated 
by B. 
If the ideals in the ring A have the property (D), Richman says that the 
ideals of A are detachable (cf. [ 11, p. 4371). Thus the basis r(J) for the ideal 
J of Z[x, ,..*, x,] gives a procedure for “detaching” elements from J. 
The fact that ideals in Z[x,,..., x”] are detachable has been established 
earlier by several authors. In fact, in 1970 Simmons ([ 151) gave a procedure 
for deciding whether the polynomial &’ of Z[x, ,..., xn] is in the ideal J 
generated by polynomials F, ,..., F,. Actually he gives two algorithms-the 
first terminates if FE J and the second terminates if F b? .I. The second of 
these procedures uses results on ideals in K[x, ,..,, x,,], where K is a field, due 
to Hermann ([6]). Unfortunately, as pointed out by van der Waerden ([ 221) 
there is a mistake in this paper but the proof of the result needed is correct. 
Another proof may be found in [ 131 (#1 and #4). 
Simmons’ argument is a short one (even if one includes the proof 
mentioned above) and the steps of the algorithm he uses are clearly spelled 
out. However, his first algorithm (the one which terminates if FE J), 
although very easy to describe, would be impractical to carry out in a 
particular case. It might be pointed out that this algorithm can be eliminated 
from Simmons’ proof if we apply a result of Richman ([ 111). Indeed 
Richman’s work allows us to determine the s in Simmons’ second algorithm 
so that we can write J=[J:ms]n[J+(m”)l. Thus FEJ*FEJ+(m”) 
and this Simmons’ second procedure allows us to decide. However, Richman 
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and Seidenberg have themselves also proved that ideals in Z/x, . . . . . .Y,~] arc 
detachable (cf. [ 111 and [ 14 I). 
The algorithm we use to determine a canonical basis for ideals in 
ZlX ,,.,., x,,] is a generalization of Sims’ algorithm. There are, however, 
various complications which do not arise in the case of ideals in Z[sI. To 
understand better the situation we summarize what happens in the case of 
one indeterminate. In this case, the canonical basis for J consists of 
polynomials gs, gs+l,...,g,Y+k, where deg(g,)=i. If fEJ. f.= 
~::-dastigSti+a(x)g,+, with a(x)EZjx]. a,,,EZ (O<i,<li- 1). Thus 
gs, g,, ,,..., gstkl xigs+k = g.$+k+, ,.... x.igc+A = g,, k +j,... is a basis for the 
additive group (J. +). Clearly 1, x ,..., .P ,... is a basis for the free Abelian 
group Z [xl; if this basis is ordered by 1 < .Y < Y’ < ... < Y’ < . . . . the basis 
for (J, +) is a “staggered” basis in the sense that if i # j, gi and g,; have 
unequal leading terms. In our terminology T = ( g,, g, + , ,.... g,,,} is a 
detaching basis for J. We note that in carrying out the Sims algorithm 
(which determines T from any (finite) basis S for J) we only use elementary 
row operations on appropriate matrices over Z. 
In the case of Zfx, ,..., x,,] we order the power products ,$,l ... X$ by 
,yfl . . . x$ < X:‘l . . . .y$ 
* 
c; 
3t (1 < t < n) such that i, = j, for t < k < n and i, < j,. 
(:!:) 
We will call this the (*)-ordering of the power products. It is easily seen that 
(*) is a well-ordering. The basis T for the ideal J of Zlx , ,..., x,,] will be 
called a detaching basis if the extension T(“’ of T (see Section 3, 
Definition 2) is a staggered basis for the additive group (J, +) (relative to 
ordering (*)). As in the case of one indeterminate, to determine T from a 
given finite basis for the ideal J we need only use elementary row operations 
on appropriate matrices over Z. We remark that both Trotter and 
Buchberger use another ordering of the power products. Relative to his 
ordering Trotter’s extended P-basis is a staggered basis for the primitive ideal 
P (considered as an additive group). 
The methods used to establish that the algorithm “works” are due to 
Richman. Specifically we use Lemma 5 of [ 111: we include a proof of this in 
Section 3. In the proof of the Theorem of Section 3 (our central theorem) we 
use a method introduced by him in the same paper. 
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2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS 
As noted above, we use (*) to order the power products (PPs) (see 
Introduction). We let PP(x,,..., x,] = {xi1 ... X$ 1 ij > 0 (1 < j < n)}. If 0 # 
FE Z[x,,..., xn] and F = C a,P, where the P’s are distinct elements of 
PP(x, ,...) x,) and where 0 # ap E Z, then if P, is the maximal PP in the sum, 
P, will be called the leading PP for F, ap, the leading coefficient of F and 
apoP,, the leading term of F; we will write PP(F) = P,. 
We will often have occasion to consider the ring R = Z[x,...., x,-,1. An 
element of PP(x, ,..., x,-, ) will usually be denoted by a small p. For f E R, 
we will write pp(f) for the leading power product offin R. If F E R [z] with 
z = x,, and F = CT=0 fizi with fi E R and f, # 0, F has leading z-term f,z”‘. 
and leading z-coefficient f, . 
The non-empty set S c Z[x, ,..., x,] will be called staggered if 0 6$ S, F # 
G E S 3 PP(F) # PP(G) and if each F in S has positive leading coefficient. 
We note the following: If 0 #A is an additive subgroup of Z [x, ,..., x,] 
then A has a staggered basis B. The leading coefficients of elements of B are 
invariants of A. (For a proof for the subgroup of any free Abelian group with 
well ordered basis see, e.g., [ 121 Section 5.3.) 
Deg(F) will denote the degree of F when there is no ambiguity, while 
degJF) will denote the degree of F in the indeterminate z. 
Id(S), Mod,(S) and (S) are used to denote the ideal generated by S, the 
R-module generated by S and the additive group generated by S, respec- 
tively. 
All rings will be assumed to have an identity; in fact, the only rings we 
will be concerned with are*polynomial rings over Z. 
3. TRIANGULAR SETS AND DETACHING BASES 
DEFINITION 1. Let T be a subset of Z[x, ,..., xn]. T will be called a 
triangular set if: 
(i) T is a staggered set, and 
(ii) If F, G E T with PP(F) = p,x:p, PP(G) = pzxip, where p,, pz E 
pP(X, ?***) Xi- I)9 p E PP(Xi+ 1 v***9 x,)andk<IEN(ifi=l,p,=p,=l and 
if i=n, p=l), then forj with k<j<l there is an FjET such that 
PP(F,) = p3x!p with p3 E PP(x, ,..., xi-,) (p3 = 1 if i = 1). 
For a subset T of Z[x, ,..., x,] and for p E PP(xi+ I ,..., x,), where 0 < i < n, 
define 
Tip, = {FE T ] PP(F) = pip with pr E PP(x, ,..., Xi)} 
(i.e., the leading power product of an element in Trp, “ends if p”). 
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Note. We interpret p E PP( ) to mean p = 1, so that if i = 0. p, = 1 and 
if i = n, p = 1. In particular, T, I, = T. 
DEFINITION 2. Let T be a finite triangular set of Zlx, ,..., x, 1. For 0 < 
i < n, we define the sets T”’ inductively by 
(i) T”’ = T. 
(ii) G E T”’ z G E T”- ‘) or 3p E PP(xi+ , ,..., x,) and an element F E 
Tii;” of maximal xi-degree such that G = Fx$ with j > 0. 
We note that for the finite triangular set T, 
T= T’O’ c T”’ c . . . c T”’ c . . . c T’“‘. 
PROPOSITION. Let T be a j%ite triangular set of Z [x, ,..., x, 1. For i > 0, 
T”’ is a triangular set. 
Proof: By induction on i. T= T”’ is triangular by hypothesis. Clearly 
each term in T’” is of the form pF with p E PP(x, ,..., xi) and FE T so that 
the elements of T”’ have the same leading coefficients as those of T and 
hence are positive. 
Now suppose G,, G, E T”‘\T”-“, PP(G,) = PP(G,). Then G, = F,x; 
and G, = F2x:, where F, and F, are elements of Ttiy” (for some p E 
pp(Xi+ I?..., x,)) and have maximal x,-degree-say m. Then m + j= 
degXi(G,) = degXi(G,) = m + k and therefore, j = k. But this implies that 
PP(F,) = PP(F,) which by the induction hypothesis, gives F, = F2. Thus 
G, = G,. 
It is easily seen that (ii) of Definition 1 also holds. 
LEMMA (Richman). Let R be a ring, let J be an ideal of R [x 1 and let M 
be an R-module which generates J. Then M consists of all elements of J of 
degree <n if and only if: 
(i) F E M 3 deg(F) < n. 
(ii) If F E M and deg(F) < n, then Fx E M. 
Znthiscase,fors>O,M+Mx+~~~+M~~=(FEJ~deg(F)<n+s}. 
Proof: (i) and (ii) are clearly necessary. 
Conversely assume (i) and (ii). Since M generates J, J = M + Mx + . . . + 
MXk + ..*. Let GEJwith deg(G),<n; then G=m,+m,x+ . . . +mkxkfor 
some k > 0, and we can assume that k is minimal. If k = 0, G E M and we 
are through. If k > 0 and deg(m,) < n, xkmk = xk-‘(xmk) and xmk EM by 
(ii); hence xkmkExkelM*GEM+ . . . +Mxk-‘, contrary to the 
minimality of k. Therefore, deg(m,) = n but this implies that deg(G) = n + k 
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since by (i), deg(m,) < n (1 <i < k - 1). Since deg(G) < n, k = 0 and 
GEM. 
Now let s>O and let M,+,=M+Mx+ ... +Mx”. Then M,+, satisfies 
(i) and (ii) with ri replaced by II + s. Hence Mnts consists of all elements of 
J of degree <n + s. 
THEOREM. Let T be a finite triangular set in Z[x, ,..., xn] and assume 
that for F E T and for 1 < i < n, xiF E (p”‘). Let J be the ideal generated 
by T. Then: 
(i) If m is the maximal x,-degree of elements in T, (T’“-“) consists 
of all elements of J of x,-degree less than or equal to m. 
(ii) J= (Ten)). 
(iii) Any relation on T (over Z[x, ,..., x,]) is a consequence of the 
relations determined by the conditions x,F E (T”“) (F E T, 1 < i < n). 
Proof. By induction on n. If n > 1, assume that the theorem is true in 
ZIX 1 ,**., x,- 1 ] = R. We will prove that the theorem is true in R[z], where 
z =x,. 
We prove first that Mod,(T) = (T’n-‘)). If n = 1, this is the statement 
Mod,(T) = (T(O)), which is obvious. If n > 1, Mod,(T) = Mod,(T’“- I)) so 
that it is sufficient to prove that (T(n-‘)) is an R-module or that for 
G E T’“-l’, xiG E (T(n-‘)) (1 < i < n - 1). 
Suppose that k is the minimal z-degree of elements of T. Let G E T’“- ” 
with deg,(G) = r; then k < r < m since the elements of T’“-” have the same 
z-degrees as the elements of T. Now for k ,< r < m, let 
T, = {FE T 1 deg,(F) = r] 
Ty-” = {G E T(“-l) ) deg,(G) = r} 
U, = (f E R ] fz’ is the leading z-term for some F E T} 
(1) 
Note that U,. is a triangular set in R. 
By (i), for F E T, xiF E (T’“‘) (1 < i < n). Since degZ(xiF) = deg,(F) (for 
l<i<n-l),x,FE(T’“-” ) for 1 < i < n - 1. Hence we can write 
u(i,F) 
x,F = s I,(& F) Gj(i, F) (1 <i<n- l), (2) 
j=1 
where Zj(i, F) E Z and Gj(i, F) E T(“-‘) (1 < j < u(i, F)). Furthermore, since 
T’“-‘) is a triangular set, we can assume that 
PP(xiF) = PP(G,(i, F)) > .a. > PP(Gj(i, F)) > es+ > PP(GUCi,,,(i, F)). (3) 
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Let deg,(F) = r and choose c(i, F) so that 
deg,(Gj(i, F)) = r for 1 < j < c(i. F). 
deg,(Gj(i, F)) < r for v(i, j) > j > u(i, F). 
From (2) and (4) we deduce that for f E U, 
(4) 
U(i.F’ 
xif = s Ij(i, F) gj(i, F) (1 <i<n- l), (5) 
j=l 
where F is the element of T, with leading z-coeffkient f and where gj(i, F) is 
the leading z-coefftcient of Gj(i, F). Since Gj(i, F) E T)n-” (for 
1 < j < v(i, F)), gj(i, F) is in U, (“-” Equations (5) show that the triangular . 
set Ur satisfies the condition xi f E (Ur- “) for f E U, and 1 < i < n - 1. 
But by the induction hypothesis, Mod,(U,.) = (Ur- “) and any R-relation on 
U, is a consequence of relations (5). Note that if g E Uy-“, g = ph, where 
p E PP(x, ,..., x,-’ ) and h E U,.. Hence Eqs. (5) can be viewed as R-relations 
on U,. 
We now use induction on r to prove the statement S,: If HE Ty - I’, then 
x,H E (T’“-” ) (for 1 <i<n-- 1). Let r=k, and let HE Tp-“. Then 
u(i, H) = u(i, H) since T contains no (non-zero) element of z-degree < k. 
Thus if h is the leading z-term of H, h is in I?$‘-“, and the relations deter- 
mined by xih E (Up-“) (1 < i,< n - l), are consequences of relations (5). 
Since relations (2) hold with u(i, H) = v(i, H) and H = F we deduce that 
xiH E (T’“-“) is a consequence of relations (2). In fact, if for 1 < i < n - 1. 
w(i) 
Xih = 1 rnijhj with mij E Z and hj E I$‘~“, (6) 
j=l 
then for 1 < i < n - 1, there are polynomials Hj in pknpl’ with 
w(i) 
xiH= x mijHj, 
j=l 
where Hj has leading term hjzk. (7) 
Now assume that the statement S,-’ is true. Let HE Ty-” and let its 
leading z-term be hz’. As in the case r=k, xihE(UyP”) (1 <i<n- I), 
and the relations determined by this are consequences of relations (5). Thus 
from relations (2) we deduce that xiH E (T’“- I’), modulo Mod,(TK; I’). 
But by Sr-‘, Mod,(T’,“_;“)=(T’,“=,“)c(T’“-I’). Hence x,HE(T’“~“). 
Thus the statement S, is true and we have proved that Mod,(T) = (T’” “). 
We next verify that the R-relations on T are all consequences of the 
conditions xiF E (T’“- “) for F E T and 1 < i < n - 1. 
Let C a,F = 0 be an R-relation on T. If each F in the relation has z- 
degree k, let it have leading z-coeff’cient f. Then C a,f = 0 is an R-relation 
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on U,, and hence is a consequence of relations (5). But this implies that 
C a,F = 0 is a consequence of relations (2) (with deg,(F) = k and v(i, F) = 
u(i, F)). 
We omit the proof in the case that C a,F= 0 is an R-relation with 
deg,(F) < r (<m). It can easily be proved by induction on r and is quite 
similar to the proof given above. 
We now prove (i). Since (as we have shown) (T’“-“) is an R-module and 
every element in Z+- ‘) has z-degree less than or equal to m, by Richman’s 
lemma, we have only to verify that if FE pm-‘) with r < m, then zF E 
(T(‘-‘)). Since FE T(“-‘), F = pF, with p E PP(x ,,..., x,-,) and F, E T. 
Hence zF = p(zF,,) but by hypothesis, zF,, E (T’“- “) and (TcnP ‘)) is an R- 
module. Hence p(zF,) E (pn-‘)) so that zF E (Ten-“) and we have proved 
(0 
We now turn to (ii). Since M = (TcnP I’) consists of all elements of J of z- 
degree <m, J = M + Mz + . . . + Mz’ + a.. and hence J is generated (as a 
Z-module) by T’“-“U T’“-‘)zU ... U T’“-‘)z’U ... but for Fin T(“-‘) of 
z-degree less than m, zF E (T’“- I’). Hence J = (T(“‘). 
Finally we prove the validity of (iii). Suppose 
XA~F=~ with A,E R[z], FE T. (8) 
Assume that the F’s that appear in (8) are distinct. Following an idea of 
Richman’s (cf. [ 11, proof of Theorem on p. 4391) we proceed by induction 
on r = max deg,(A,) to show that relation (8) is a consequence of R- 
relations on T and the relations determined by the conditions zF E (T”“) for 
FE T. If deg,(A,) = r, write 
A, = u,z’ + B, with aF in R (9) 
and B, a polynomial over R of z-degree < r. If deg,(F) < m, we have 
A,F = a,z’-‘(zF) + B,F. (10) 
But ZF E (Ten-‘)) = Mod,(T) so that the term A,F can be replaced by a 
linear combination of elements of T with each coefficient of z-degree < r. So 
we may assume that if deg,(A,) = r, deg,(F) = m. Let W = {F E T,,, 1 A,F is 
a term of (8) with deg;(A,) = r}. Then W has an element F, with PP(F,) 
maximal. Using (9) we get AF,F,, = aFozrF, + BF,Fo. But z’F E T(“) for 
FE W and T(“) is triangular. Hence afg= 0, which contradicts the 
assumption that deg(A,) = r. Thus using the conditions zF E (T’“‘) (for 
FE 7) we can reduce (8) to an R-relation on T, we have proved above that 
any R-relation on T is a consequence of the relations determined by XiF E 
(pn-‘)) for FE T and 1 < i < n - 1. This completes the proof of (iii). 
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DEFINITION 3. If T is a finite triangular basis for J (#O), the ideal 
generated by T in Z[x i ,..., x, ], and if J = (T’“‘), then T is called a detaching 
basis for J. 
Remark. It follows from the theorem that T c Z [x, ,..., x, ] is a detaching 
basis for J= Id(T) if, and only if T is a finite triangular set and T satisfies 
the conditions x,F E (T’“‘) for F E T and 1 < i < n. 
4. AN ALGORITHM FOR DETERMINING A DETACHING BASIS 
Let J be an ideal of Z [x, ,..., x,] which is generated by the finite set S. We 
give an algorithm for determining a finite triangular set T which also 
generates J. The algorithm is a slight modification of a well known algorithm 
for obtaining a basis for a finitely generated subgroup of a free Abelian 
group whose basis elements are well-ordered. The procedure described is a 
generalization of Sims’ procedure Q in the case of Z[x]. We shall also call 
our procedure Q. 
Let S be any finite set (f0, #{O}) in Z[x,,..., x,,]. The steps of Q are: 
1. Set T=S\{O}. 
2. If T has two different terms with the same leading power product 
go to step 3. Otherwise, go to step 4. 
3. Choose two different elements F and G with the same leading 
power product P being chosen as large as possible. Let F and G have leading 
terms aP and bP, respectively. We may assume ]a 1 < /b I. Find integers q and 
r such that b = qa + r and 0 < r < 1 a ]. If G = qF, delete G from T. Otherwise 
replace G by G - qF. Go to step 2. 
4. Suppose T contains an element F with PP(F) = p,xip and an 
element F’ with PP(F’) = p;x’,p, where pl, pi E PP(x,,..., xk-,), p E 
PP(x k+ i ,..., x,) and i < j and suppose further that T contains no element 
with leading power product p2xLt ‘p, where p2 E PP(x, ,..., xk). Then adjoin 
x,F to T and repeat this step. 
5. If T contains any element F with negative leading coefficient, 
replace F by -F. Repeat this step. 
6. STOP. 
It is easy to prove that the procedure Q terminates and that the resulting 
set T is a triangular set in Z[x,,..., x,]. Thus we have, as in the case it = 1, 
(cf. 116, Lemma 1, p. 1031): 
LEMMA 1. Zf S (#PI, Z(O)) is a finite subset of Z[x,,..., x,1, then 
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procedure Q yields a Jnite triangular set T such that S and T generate the 
same ideal. 
Let T be a triangular set in Z [x, ,..., x,] and let P E PP(xl ,.... x,); we give 
a procedure K, for determining whether T(“’ contains an element with 
leading power product P and if so, the procedure determines a polynomial F,, 
in T and a power product P, such that G = P,F, is in T’“’ and PP(G) = P. 
We describe the steps of K,, assuming that we already have the procedure 
K n-1 if n > 1. So let T be a triangular set in Z[x, ,..., xn] and let P = px$, 
where p E PP(x, ,..., x,~, ). k > 0 (if n = 1, P = x’;). 
1. If VF E T, F has x,-degree > k, STOP. 
2. (a) If n = 1 and there is an element F in T of x,-degree k, let 
F,=F and P,= 1. STOP. 
(b) If n > 1 and there is an element in T of x,-degree k. let I= k 
and go to step 4. 
3. If there is no element in T of x,-degree k let I = maximal x,-degree 
of elements of T. 
4. (a) 
XT-‘. STOP. 
If n = 1, let F, be the element of T of x,-degree 1 and let P, = 
(b) If n > 1, let U = (f E Z[x, ,..., x,~, ] 1 fx: is the leading x,-term 
of some F in T}. 
5. If there is no g E U(np’) with pp( g) = p. STOP. 
6. Determine g = p’fO E UCn-” with p’ E PP(x, ,.... x,~ ,) and f, E U 
such that pp( g) = p. Let F, be the element of T with leading x,-term f,xf, 
and let P, = p’xi-‘. STOP. 
As we will be dealing with Z [x, ,..., x,,] for a particular n, we will call the 
procedure just described K (rather than K,). We summarize the results of K: 
Let P E PP(x, ,..., x,J. If K stops after step 1 or after step 5, there is no G 
in T(“’ with PP(G) = P. Otherwise, K yields elements P, E PP(x, ,..,, x,,) and 
F, E T such that G = POFO E T(“) and PP(G) = P. 
For 0 # H E Z [x, ,..., x,], we write 
H = h‘ a,(H)P, 
PEI(II) 
(1) 
where 0 # a,(H) E Z and I(H) is a finite subset of PP(x, ,..., x,). It is clear 
that every element H (#O) can be uniquely expressed in the form (1). 
Now let T be a finite triangular set in Z [x, ,..., x,]. We give a procedure R 
which for H E Z [x, ,..., x,] constructs an element R(T, H) of the coset 
(T’“‘) + H (cf. [ 16, p. 1041 for the case n = 1). If H = 0, we let R(T, H) = 0; 
if H # 0 we use the following to construct R(T, H): 
641’17 2 h 
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1. Let L=H (so thatL=z pE,,L, a,,(L)P), and let P be the maximal 
PP in I(L). 
2. If there is no G in T(“) with PP(G) = P and if I(L) contains no PP 
less than P, STOP. 
3. If there is no G in T(“’ with PP(G) = P and Z(L) contains a PP less 
than P, replace P by the largest such PP. Go to step 2. 
4. Determine G E T(“) with PP(G) = P. Find integers q and Y such 
that a,(L) = qa,(G) + r with 0 < I < a,(G). If L = qG, replace L by 0 and 
STOP. Otherwise, replace L by L - qG or qG -L (whichever has positive 
leading coefftcient) and replace P by the maximal PP in L - qG which is less 
than P. Then go to step 2. 
We note the easily verified facts: 
(i) Procedure K allows us to determine whether there is a G in T’“’ 
with PP(G) = P and if so, it determines the (unique) G with PP(G) = P. 
Hence R is a well-defined procedure. 
(ii) The procedure R terminates. This is because the ordering of the 
PP’s is a well-ordering. 
(iii) If O#L=R(T,L)=C pE,(L, a,(L)P and if for some P E I(L). 
there is a G in T(“) with PP(G) = P, then 0 <a,,(L) < a,(G). 
(iv) If 0 #L = R(T. L) with P = PP(L) and if L’ = L - a,(L)P, L’ = 
R(T, L’). 
(v) If HE (T’“‘), R(T, H) = 0. 
We now prove: 
LEMMA 2. Let T be a finite triangular set and H an element in 
Z[x 1 ,...’ x,]. Procedure R constructs an element R(T, H) of the coset 
(T’“‘) + H. For elements H, and H, in Z[x, ,..., x,,], R(T, H,) = R(T, H,) 6 
and only if, (T”“) + H, = (T’“‘) + H,. In particular, R(T, H) = 0 if, and 
only if, H is in (T’“‘). 
Proof: Clearly (Ten)) + Hi = (T(“)) + R(T. Hi) (i = 1. 2) so that 
R(T, 1) = R(T, Hz) * (Ten)) + H, = (Ten)) + H,. 
Assume conversely that L, = R(T, Hi) (i = 1, 2). that (T”‘) f L, = 
(T’“‘) + L, and that PP(L,)> PP(L,). We use induction on II(L,)I, the 
cardinality of Z(L,), to prove that L, = L,. Let L, = L, + c;= 1 liGi, where 
Gi E T(“). Since T(“) is triangular we can assume P = PP(L,) > PP(G,) > 
PP(G,) > .a. > PP(G,). If PP(G,) < PP(L,), PP(L,) = P and a,(L,) = 
a,(L,). Therefore, L, - a,P = (L, - a,P) + CFr i liGi. By (iv) and the 
induction hypothesis, L i - a,P = L, - ap P so that L, = L,. (If IZ(L ,)I = 1, 
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L,-a,P=O and L,-a,PE (Ten’) so that by (iv) and (v), L, - a,P = 
R(T,L,-a,P)=O. Thus L,=a,P=L,.) 
Now assume PP(G,) = P = PP(L,). Then by (iii), 0 < a,(L,) < a,(G,). 
This shows that PP(L,) = P; again by (iii), 0 < a,(L,) < a,(G,). 
Furthermore, a,(L,) = a,(L,) (mod a,(G,)) so that a,(L,) = a,(L,). We 
conclude, as above, that L, = L,. 
Finally we describe an algorithm P which allows us to construct a 
detaching basis for an ideal J (#O) of Z[x, ,..., x,,] when a finite basis S is 
given. The steps of P are: 
1. Set T=S. 
2. Replace T by the result of applying Q to T. 
3. If Vx, (1 <i < n) and VF E T, R(T, xiF) = 0, STOP. 
4. Choose i minimal such that 3F E T with R(T, xiF) # 0. Choose 
HE T with PP(H) minimal and R(T, xiH) # 0. Replace T by TV {L }, 
where L = R(T, xi H). Go to step 2. 
We prove: 
THEOREM. Let S (#a, #(O}) be afinite set in Z[x,,..., x,]. Then: 
(i) The algorithm P terminates. 
(ii) The set T obtained from P is a finite detaching basis for J= 
Id(T) = Id(S). 
Proof: It is clear that since we start with a finite set S, after executing 
the steps of the algorithm a finite number of times we obtain a finite set T. 
Let R = Z[x, ,..., x,-i] and z = x, and suppose the minimal z-degree of 
elements in S is k and their maximal z-degree is m. 
Let M = ModR(zk,..., zm) so that Mod,(S) E M. Since R is Noetherian and 
M is a finitely generated R-module, the submodules of A4 satisfy the 
ascending chain condition. Furthermore, if before some execution of step 2 
we have a set T c M, then executing step 2 replaces T by a set T,, where 
T, s M. If at step 4, i < II and if executing step 4 replaces T by T,, where 
Mod,(T) c A4, then Mod,(T,) c M. To see this, suppose HE T, 
R(T, xiH) # 0 (with 1 < i ( n) and T, = TV {L} with L = R(T, xiH). Since 
deg,(H) < m, deg,(xiH) < m. But PP(L) < PP(x,H) so that deg,(L) < 
deg,(xiH) < m and this shows that L E M. 
Now suppose we execute step 4 on T with i = n. If HE T and 
deg,(H) = m, zH E T(“) and hence R(T, zH) = 0. If deg,(H) < m, 
deg(zH) < m. This implies, as above, that if T is replaced by T, when we 
execute step 4, Mod,(T,) E M. So by the ascending chain condition for R- 
submodules of M, we have that P terminates, i.e., we have proved (i). 
We turn to (ii). The set T obtained from P is a finite triangular set 
satysfying .u,F E (To”) V’F E T and 1 < i < ?I. By the Theorem of Section -. 
J= Id(T) = (T’“‘) so that by Definition 3, 7’ is a detaching basis for J. 
COROLLARY. Let S be a Jinite set contained in Z Is, ,.... x,, 1, and Irl J be 
the ideal generated by S. Then if FE Z Ix , ,..., x,, ] wle cat? determirle 
algorithmically whether F is in J. 
Proof: By the Theorem, algorithm P allows us to determine T. a 
detaching basis for J. Thus F E J z F E (T’“‘) f& R(T, F) = 0. 
5. MINIMAL DETACHING AND CANONICAL BASES 
Let R = Z[x, ,..., x,_ , ] and z = x, (R = Z if n = 1 ), let 0 # J be an ideal of 
R [z] with detaching basis T. We define 
k = k(T) = min(deg,(F) / FE T} 
(1) 
m = m(T) = max{deg,(F) / FE T} 
and for j > 0, 
Ij = (f E R 1 fzj is the leading z-term of some F in J} 
I-, =o (2) 
uj(T>= IfER If zj is the leading z-term of some F in T}. 
It is easily seen that 0 = I_, E I, c I, c: . . . z Ij s . . . . Since Ti u R and R is 
Noetherian, there is an integer s such that I,-, c I, = I,+ j (Vj > 0). On the 
other hand, there is an integer r such that I, # 0 but Ii = 0 (Vj < r). Thus we 
have 
We let r(J) = r, s(J) = s. 
PROPOSITION 1. LetO#JbeanidealofZ[x,,...,x,]=R[z].LetTbea 
detaching basis for J. Then: 
(9 r(J) = WI and (ii) s(J) < m(T). 
ProoJ (i) Clearly Ik # 0, and so r < k. On the other hand, if 0 # FE J, 
F = JJ l,G, where 1, E Z and G E T(“). But T(“) is triangular by the 
Proposition of Section 3 so that deg,(F) > k. Thus r > k and we have r = k. 
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(ii) Suppose s = m + p, where p > 0. We will show that then p = 0. 
Let h E I,, apd let H in J have leading z-term hz”. We can write 
Hz \’ 
de&F) < m  
I,G+ x l,(z)G (4) 
deg,(G)=m 
where 1, E 2, Zi(z) E Z[z] and has degree <p, and where in both sums 
G E T’“-I). Let the l,(z) of degree p have leading coefficient uG (EZ). Then 
hz” = C a,(z”g) = ~“(2 uG g), where G E T(“-l) and has leading z- 
term gzm. 
Let H’ = C a,G. The leading z-term of H’ is hz”. This shows that h E I, 
so that we have established that I, c I,,, . Hence Zs = I, and p = 0. 
LEMMA 1. Let T be a finite triangular set in Z[x, ,..., xn] and let J = 
Id(T). T is a detaching basis for J if, and on[v iJ; (i) x,F E (T’“‘), VF E T 
and, if n > 1, (ii) Uj is a detaching basis for Ij (1 < j < m(T)), where Zj and 
m(T) are dej%ed by Eqs. (1) and (2). 
Proof The proof of the necessity of conditions (i) and (ii) is 
straightforward and will be omitted. So assume (i) and (ii) hold. For n = 1. 
the result has already been proved (Section 3, Theorem); we use induction 
on n. We have to prove that if F E J, FE (T’“)). Assume first that deg,(F) = 
r ,< m(T), where z = x,. Then F has leading z-termfi’ withf E I,: thus since 
U, is a detaching basis for I,, we can write 
f=pgs with I,EZ and gE Uyml’. (5) 
Let G be the element of T(“-‘) with leading z-term gz’. Then F - C I,G has 
z-degree < r. An induction on r allows us to deduce that F - C 1,G E 
(T(“-‘)) so that FE (T’“-I)). 
Now letM={FEJIdeg,(F)<m}. Then as shown above,M=(T’“-I’). 
Thus J = M + Mz + . . . + Mz’ + . . . = (T(“‘) since if G is an element of 
T(“- ” of z-degree ( m, G = pF with F E T and p E PP(x, ,,.., .‘c,- ,) and so 
Gz=p(zF)EM=(T’“-“). 
DEFINITION 1. The detaching basis T for the ideal J of Z[x, ,..., xn] is a 
minimal detaching basis (MDB) for J if T does not properly contain any 
detaching basis F for J. 
THEOREM 1. Let T be a finite triangular set in Z [x, ,..., x, 1 and let J = 
Id(T). The following are equivalent: 
(i) T is a MDB for J. 
(ii) (a) m(T) = s(J) and if n > 1, 
(b) Ui is a MDB for Ij (k(T) < j< m(T)). 
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(iii) (a) There is an F in T with leading z-term apz”‘, where a E Z, 
p E PP(x, ,..., x, _ ,) and m = m(T), but no F’ in T with leading z-term 
aP= m-‘, and ifn > 1, 
(b) Uj is a MDB for Ij (k(T) < j < m(T)). 
Remark. Conditions (iii)(a) and (b) can easily be verified and allow us 
to obtain a procedure for determining a MDB from a given detaching basis. 
Outline of Proof. Suppose T is a MDB for J. If m(T) # s(J), I,-. , = I,: 
we let F= {FE T 1 deg,(F) < m) and, using Lemma 1, establish that f is a 
detaching basis, which contradicts T being a MDB. Similarly if some Uj is 
not minimal we choose j minimal such that Ij has a detaching basis Vi c Uj. 
We let 
f= (FE Tldeg,(F)#j}U W, 
where 
W= {FE T 1 F has leading z-termfij with f E Vj}. 
Again it can be established (using Lemma 1) that F is a detaching basis. 
Thus (i) * (ii). 
If (ii)(a) holds, I,,, # I,,, _ i . From this we establish (by induction on n) that 
(ii) 3 (iii). Finally, assume (iii) and let f~ T be a detaching basis for J. If 
m(f’) = m(T), Lemma I(ii) shows that f= T. But (iii)(a) shows that 
m(r> = s(J) so that m(n < m(T) is impossible. Thus (iii) implies (i). 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose T and T are MDBs for the ideal J (#O) of 
Z[x, ,***, x,,] (=R[z]) and let a E Z, PE PP(x,,..., x,,). Then there is an F in 
T with leading term aP if, and only if; there is an F in i? with leading 
term aP. 
Proof: By induction on n. Let FE T have leading term aP. Then 
F=x l,G, where 1, E Z and G E F”“. (6) 
Let deg,(F) = r; since FE T, r < m(T) = s(J). 
Suppose n = 1. Then since deg,(F) < m, the polynomials G in Eq. (6) are 
in ?! But r is triangular so 3G, E r with PP(G,) =x’ = P. If the leading 
term of G, is b,, we have a = b,l, and b, / a. On the-other hand, G, E (T) 
so that a / b,. Thus 6, = a and T has an element F (=G,) with leading 
term UP. 
Now assume n > 1. If F has leading z-term fz’, f E U,. and UL is a MDB 
for c. But 0, = U,.(T) is also a MDB for I,. Hence there is an f in 0, with 
pp(f) = up, where < = pz’ and p-E PP(x, ,..., x,-i). Since TE o,., 3FE r 
with leading z-term fz’. Then PP(F) = pp(f) Z” = apz’ = aP. 
The converse holds by symmetry. 
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COROLLARY. If T and Tare MDBs for the ideal J of Z [x,,..., xnjr then 
there is a polynomial G in T(“) with leading term aP (a E Z, P E 
PP[x, )...) x,,]) if, and only if, there is a polynomial G in F(“’ with leading 
term aP. 
We now give a procedure for determining a MDB from a detaching 
basis T. 
Let the ideal J (~0) of Z [x1 ,..., x,] have the detaching basis T. For p E 
pp(xi+ 1 T--.3 x,,), where 0 < i < n - 1, we recall that 
Trpl = {F E T 1 PP(F) = p,p with p1 E PP(x, ,..., xi)). (7) 
(see the beginning of Section 3). 
We define for 1 < i < n, the following steps: 
i. 1. Let p be the largest element of PP(xi+ , ,..., x,,) such that Trp, # 0. 
i.2. Let mi be the largest x,-degree of elements in Trp,. 
i.3. Let ~5 = xyip. If for every G E T,, there is a G’ E T such that the 
leading term of G = xi . (the leading term of G’), replace T by r\T,,,. If 
Vp’ E PP(x,+ 1 ,...) x,J with p’ < p, TrpJl # 0, STOP. Otherwise, replace p by 
the maximal element p’ of PP(x,+, ,...,x,) such that p’ < p and TrpI, f 0. 
Go to Step i.2. 
Execute steps 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 ,..., n.1, n.2, n.3. This procedure we 
denote by M. 
THEOREM 2. The procedure M terminates. If the terminal set is denoted -- 
by T, T is a MDB for J= Id(T) = (T(“‘). 
Proof. Since T is finite and (if anything) we delete elements from T the 
process clearly terminates. The fact that r is MDB follows from Theorem 1. 
From Proposition 2 we know that any two MDBs have the same number 
of elements and the same leading coefficients. We now finally are able to 
define a canonical basis: 
DEFINITION 2. Let T be MDB for the ideal J of Z[x,,...,x,]. If there is 
an element G in T(“) with PP(G) = P, let c, be the leading coefficient of G. T 
is a canonical basis for J if for F = C a,P in T, 0 < ap < c, for all 
P < PP(F) for which c, is defined. 
The Corollary to Proposition 2 shows that c, is independent of the 
MDB T. It is easy to write down a procedure for constructing a canonical 
basis once a MDB is known. In fact, if F is an element of T with leading 
term ap,P, we write F = ap,P, + H, where H = Cp<p, a,P, and replace F by 
a,“P,, + L, where L = L(T, H). 
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It is not hard to show that this procedure gives a canonical basis and that 
any two such bases will be same (cf. Section 3). Thus we can say the 
canonical basis for the ideal J of Zlx, . . . . . x,, 1 is defined in Definition 2. 
6. SOME EXAMPLES 
We start with an example in Z[x] which illustrates the procedure we have 
introduced. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let I= Id(f,, fi9f3), where f, = 1 + 2x + 3x’, f2 = -1 - 
x + 2x” and fi =x2 + x3. The matrix of coefficients is 
1 x x2 x3 
.fi: 0 0 1 1 
;j -1 1 -1 2 0 3 0 2
Applying procedure Q to S = {f, , f2, .f3 } simply corresponds to putting 
the matrix of coefticients into triangular form by using elementary row 
operations. We get T = ( g, , g,, g3}, where the matrix of coefficients is 
g3: 0 0 1 1 
g2: 0 1 1 0 
g,: -1 1 0 0 
we now calculate R(T, 8,x). Again we work with the matrix of coefficients 
g2: 0 1 1 0 
g,: -1 I 0 0 
&71x: 0 -1 1 0 
Replace g,x by g; = g,x - g, 
81: 0 -2 0 0 
Replace g; by g;’ = gl + 2g, 
gj’: -2 0 0 0 
Thus R(T, g, x) = 2. We replace T by T’ = ( g,, g, , gz, gz. g,}. where 
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g, = 2. We find that Z?(T’, g,x) = R(T’, g,x) = R(T’, g,x) = 0. Thus a 
detaching for basis is given by: 
g3: 0 0 1 1 
g2: 0 1 1 0 
g,: -1 1 0 0 
c!?n: 2 0 0 0 
since g,, g, and g, have equal leading coeffkients we get a MDB by 
eliminating g, and g, (Procedure M). To get the canonical basis we replace 
g, by g, + g, = 1 +x; thus Z has canonical basis B = /2, 1 + x). The 
additive group Z has basis B"' = (2, 1 + x, (1 + x)x,...) so that U(X) E Za 
Z = 2k + (I + x) Z(x), where k E Z and Z(x) E Z [xl. 
We now give an example in Z [x, 4’1. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let J = Id(F, , F,, F3), where 
F, = (-3 + 5x + 9x2) + f, y, f, = 1 + 2x + 3x?; 
F, = (3 - 3x - 2x2 + 6x") + f2 y, f2=-1 -x+2x3; 
I;, = (2x2 + 3x3) + f, y, f3=x2 +x3. 
Note that f, , fi and f3 are the polynomials of Example 1. 
We first write down the matrix of coeffkients for F,, F, and F,: 
1 .I 
- 
1 x X2 x3 1 X x2 x3 
F,: 0 0 2 3 0 0 1 1 
F,: 3 -3 -2 6 -1 -1 0 2 
F,: -3 5 9 0 1 2 3 0 
Applying Procedure Q to S = (F, , Fz, F3} we put the matrix of coef- 
ficients into triangular form: 
G,: 0 0 2 3 0 0 1 1 
G,: 0 2 3 0 0 1 1 0 
G,: 3 1 0 0 -1 1 0 0 
Note that we have used the same elementary row operations on the “big” 
matrix that we used on the “little” matrix in Example 1. 
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The next step is to replace G, by R(7;sG,) if this is #O (here Z.-F- 
{G,, G,, G,}); we find that R(T,xG,) = (-6 - 3x + 2x’) + 2~ = G,, so we 
let T, = {G,, G,, G,, G3}. Now R(T,,xG,) = -5s - 5s’ + 2.~~’ = b, so that 
we replace T, by T, = (b,, G,,, G, , Gz, G, }. We verify that R(T,, xb, ) = 
R(T,,xG,)= 0 (it is clear that R(T,,xG,) = R(Tz,xG,) = 0 from the 
definition of G, and b,). Thus the set Tz satisfies the condition: 
R(T?.xF)=O, VFE T,. 
We now have to investigate whether R(T,, yb,) is equal to 0. yGi E TL” 
(0 <i< 3) so that clearly R(T,, yG,) = 0 (0 <f< 3). Another matrix 
calculation yields that R(T,, yb,) = 0. Thus T, = (b,, G,, G,, G,, G3} is a 
detaching basis for the ideal J. Its matrix of coefficients is 
1 ? 
1 X x2 x3 1 x2 1 
~~ .--_-‘--- .-.--~ --~ “1 
G,: 0 0 2 3 0 0 1 1 
G,: 0 2 3 0 0 1 1 0 
G,: 3 1 0 0 -1 1 
G,: -6 -3 2 0 2 
4: 0 -5 -5 2 
Since G, , G,, G, each have leading coefficient 1, we delete G, and G, to get 
a minimal detaching basis T3 = (b,, G,, G,}. Finally, we get the canonical 
basis for J; replace G, by G, = G, + G, = (-3 - 2x + 2x2) + (1 + x)J~. So 
our final result is that J has canonical basis with matrix of coefficients: 
G,: -3 -2 2 0 1 1 
G,: -6 -3 2 0 2 
b,: 0 -5 -5 2 
7. THE CANONICAL BASES OF SZEKERES, 
TROTTER AND BUCHBERGER 
The canonical basis of Szekeres for an ideal Z in Z[x] is not necessarily 
the same as the one defined here. His basis is a MDB but may be 
“normalized” in another way. (Actually Szekeres works with primitive ideals 
but his results can easily be generalized to other ideals). The canonical basis 
defined by Szekeres is preferable for his purpose, viz. to find a set of 
invariants for ideals of Z[x]. He is not concerned with the question of 
calculating the canonical basis from a given set of generators. 
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EXAMPLE 3. Let g, = 30, g, = 24 + 6x, g, = 40 + 9x +x2; then 5g, = 
xg, + 4g,, 6g, = xg, + 5g, + 4g, so that g,, g,, g, is the Szekeres basis for 
the (primitive) ideal which they generate. The canonical basis defined here is 
b, = g,, b, = g,, b, = 10 + 3x + x2. 
Remark. Suppose J a Z\x, y] and J = Id(F, ,..., F,) where deg,(Fi) < n, 
deg,(F,) < m (1 < i < Y). The canonical basis we have defined depends on 
the ordering on the monomials that we have chosen. The canonical basis will 
have all its terms of y-degree <n but the x-degree may be greater than m. The 
following illustrates this fact: 
EXAMPLE 4. Let J = Id(3x + (1 + x)y, 2 + x + 2~). The canonical basis 
forJis2-3x+x2,2+x+2yand3x+(l+x)y.Ifwereversedther~les 
of x and y in the ordering, we would get the canonical basis 7y + 2v2 and 
2 + 2y + x. 
The following example compares the canonical basis defined in this paper 
with the one defined by Trotter (cf. [21 I). 
EXAMPLE 5. Let P = Id(y + xy, 2y + x2). We calculate that “our” 
canonical basis for P is T = (F,, F,, F, 1, where F, = x2 + x3, F, = x2 + 2~ 
and F, = y + xy. 
In Trotter’s ordering 1 < x < y < x2 < xy < y* < x3. Since the original 
generators F, and F, have degrees <(l, 1), t < (1, 1). Using the fact that T”’ 
is a basis for the additive group (P, +), it is easy to show that P cannot be 
generated by elements of degree < (1, 1) and that indeed {F, , F, } is a P-basis. 
An extended P-basis would be a basis for (P, +) which is staggered (relative 
to Trotter’s ordering). Trotter gives no method for determining such a basis, 
nor for ascertaining whether the P-basis {F, , F, } is canonical. 
As pointed out in the introduction, Buchberger and his pupils have worked 
mostly with ideals in K[x,,..., xn], where K is a field, but their objective is a 
little different from ours. The ordering of the PPs by Buchberger is the same 
as the one used by Trotter. If he had used the (*)-ordering which we have 
used, he would also have obtained a basis; this we will call the 
Grobner-Buchberger basis in the (*)-ordering (cf. [ 81). 
From any detaching basis T for the ideal J of K[x, . . . . . x,] it is easy to 
obtain the Grobner-Buchberger basis in the (*)-ordering. We simply delete 
elements from T in the following way: If F, G E T and PP(G) = P,PP(F) 
with p,, E PP(x, ,..., xn), delete G from T. Let T’ = n{G}; it is easy to see 
that T = T’ U {P,F] is also a detaching basis for J. Now the relations of J 
are consequences of the congruences F = 0 (mod J) VF E p, and hence are 
also consequences of the congruences F’ z 0 (mod J) tiF’ E T’. 
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Since T is a finite set we can continue deleting elements until we obtam ;i 
set V satisfying: 
(i) VI T, and 
(ii) if H,, H, E V, PP(H,) is not a divisor of PP(H,). 
The set V is then the Grdbner-Buchberger basis for J (in the (*)-ordering of 
the PPs). If V= {H,, H, ,..., H,} and if for l<i<s, H,=P,-Ki with 
PP(H,) = Pi, then in Buchberger’s notation we would write: 
Pi ++ Ki (1 <i,<s). 
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